
Fed up with unnecessary IT spending?

Control your inventory and eliminate redundant 
IT equipment and power expenses:

� View, and report on, asset and data center 
capacity with dashboard reports
� Maximize rack space with visualization and 
reporting
� Identify low-utilization servers and reuse or 
decommission them

Headaches from outdated diagrams and 
spreadsheets?

Automatically keep your data center 
information and diagrams up-to-date:

� Access diagrams from any web-based 
browser with views of rack space, power, and 
weight availability in a central repository 
� Network information stays up-to-date with 
discovery, work order tasks, connectors, and 
team collaboration
� Import any data, in real-time (from your help 
desk, network management data sources,such 
as ServiceNow, Solarwinds Orion, Spectrum, 
AWS, VMWare, etc.)
� Keep network diagrams current with network 
discovery

Spending too much time and money on 
cabling?

Seamlessly track cable and circuit changes:

� Easily reserve ports, and locate available ones
� Visualize and document your cables: copper, 
fiber (and strands), cable trays, power cables, 
run traceroutes to view cable paths, and much 
more
� Understand and plan for capacity with reports 
that show use and available ports per rack, 
inter-rack cabling, and cabling

Fielding skyrocketing power costs...but limited 
by a lack of information?

Reduce energy expenditures up to 30%:

� Analyze server efficiency, power consumption, 
and data center thermal conditions with 
real-time rack views of power availability
� Lower costs by identifying excessive power 
consumption and ghost servers that draw 
power but don't perform tasks
� Increase rack density by creating power 
policies to oversubscribe racks

Struggling to manage your growing data center’s space and resources? 

Take control with netTerrain DCIM.

netTerrain DCIM
Document, visualize, and understand your data center



About Graphical Networks 
 
Our team has managed networks and data 
centers ... and we've been creating IT 
visualization software for over two decades. 
We're obsessed with usability and crafting 
software that delivers on its promise of ROI.

Software Requirements:
MS SQL Server 2012, 2014, 2016 or 2019  
Windows 2012,2016, 2019 Server MS IIS 
8.0 or better 
NET Framework 4.5 or better

Minimum Hardware Requirements:
Intel i7 Processor 
10GB Free Space 
8GB RAM

Licensing Options:
On-premise yearly licenses
Perpetual licenses
netTerrain Cloud

With netTerrain, discovery and connecting to 
any data source is easy. Get actionable reports, 
dashboards, and insights in clicks. 

"We needed to improve our Data Center 
operational efficiency and netTerrain got us 
there with an easy-to-use, cost-efficient and 
powerful solution. netTerrain allows us to build 
out environments ahead of time so planning and
purchasing are simple. We have a clear picture of 
our infrastructure and can easily find things such 
as asset and port availability, connectivity, and 
location."  - John Brauner, Systems Administrator
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